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Naming Mrs. Begley
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"Whether it would be approFRANKFORT, Ky.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn indicated priate to appoint her as assistWednesday be is lukewarm to ant secretary of state is another
the idea of Secretary of State question, however, and one that
Elmer Begley putting Mrs. Beg- Mr. Begley and I may have to
discuss more fully."
ley on the payrell.
"I've known Mrs. Begley for A special statute requires the
some time and judge her to be governor to approve appointan attractive and public-sphited ment of the assistant secretary.
Begley could employ his wife,
womm".the governor said.
Leila, in a lesser job without
such approval, but wants her as
assistant secretary.
The outgoing assistant secretary made $13,810 yearly. Begley'ss alary is $18,000.
Another GOP official, Auditor
Clyde Conley, plans to hire his
with
Chief
PONTIAC Star
wile, Darlene, as a bookkeeper,
air and power; low mileage
and does not need Nunn's apCHEVROLET 4-door hardprove!. Her salary is not known.
tors; local
Among employes of the govCHEVROLET 2-door hardernor's office is Mrs. Virginia
top; local
Strojecker, sister of Nunn.
FORD wagon, local
The governor's office said she
station
OLDSMOBILE F-85
had agreed to work for three
clean
automatic;
wagon;
months to help organize the ofPONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
fice and will leave in the spring
sharp
and return to Louisville.
CHEVROLET Impala 1-door
Meteor, air,
MERCURY
A JOHNNY HARTFORD
power, local car; sharp
COMET Station Wagon
SCHOOL SAFETY TIP
FALCON
ross ng Streets — Look both
PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
CHEVROLET`pickup
ways before crossing. Cross
VOLKSWAGEN Van
only at safe corners, even if it
VOLKSWAGEN van-camper,
takes longer. Walk, don't run
furnished for fisherman
across streets. Use cross walks
CHEVROLET pickup
and obey signals. (This safety
Pickup
,
GMC
panel, one of a series for JUNIOR FIRE MARSHAL, has been
20-25 other cars, trucks
prepared as a public service of
The Hartford Insurance Group.)

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
North bypass; Ky. side

Used Cars

OTHER BRANDS
63 Pontiac Catalina 4-door VII,
automatic, black, power
steering
64 Rambler wagon, 6-cyl, automatic, red
TRUCKS - CHEVROLETS
44 Chevrolet Pickup, long wider
bed, VS, white
TRUCKS - FORDS
66 Long wide bed, pickup, VI,
custom, stick
66 Long wide bed, pickup,
custom, automatic
63 2-Tors, extra king wheelbase
VI
51 2-Ton dump, bed
OTHER MAKES
65 GMC pickup, short odds bed,
pewerglide
57 International 2-ton with bed
Older models el used trucks not
listed

Taylor Cloy.- Buick
New location: Ky. 307
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c
Girls Win Top 4-H Awards

New Mail
Service Is
Announced
Beginning Jan. 7, a new mail
service will be provided whereby a mailer may request, by
marking a piece "address correction requested," to be notified
of the addressee's new address
when first-class mail is forwarded. A charge of 15 cents will be
made for the service.
Pieces of third or fourth class
mail bearing the words "return
postage guaranteed" which are
undeliverable as addressed will
be returned to senders upon payment of return postage at the
applicable rate, The reason for
non-delivery or the new address
of the addressee will be furnished for such pieces only when
the 15-cent fee for a notice is
paid, in addition to the return
postage.
Pieces of third class call bearing the words "return requested" will be handled in the same
manner as if they were marked
"address correction requested"
and will be returned to sender
with the new address or rattan
for non-delivery. The fee for this
service will be 15 cents on any
piece of mall returned.

$4.99 pair
FLEECE LINED &

INSULATED

$6.99 pair
Radiusad SaloarsCa
Lake St. - Putket, Ky.
Carolyn Coughlin
Margaret Duvall, 18, of Finchville, has returned to her studies at Western Kentucky University after spending a week
at the recent National 4-H Club
Congress in Chicago.
Miss Duvall won an expensepaid trip to congress by being
selected as the 1967 sectional
winner in the 4-H Dairy program. She also received a wrist

UK Cheeks

Never MIND THE WEATHER/
You can Always count on
Dart Cream to have perfect
"IN SEASON"
TASTE TREAT

DELIGHTS!

(DARI-CREAM
SANDWICH SHOP
Phon• 472-3657
Call In service
—
Whgt
YCs
Thank You, Billy Gilbert
Is
A 5/oikr 15131"ra
t

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE!
PONTIAC Bormovill• 4-door hardtop
CHEVROLET Bel Air 4-door sedan
CHEVROLET Bei Air 4-door sedan
PONTIAC Catalina 4-door sedan
RENAULT DAUPHINE 4-door sedan
PONTIAC Catalina 4-door sedan
PONTIAC Bonneville 4-door hardtop
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC Catalina 4-door hardtop
PONTIAC Star Chief 4-door hardtop
OLDSMOBILE 4-door sedan
PONTIAC Catalina 4-doer hardtop
INTERNATIONAL Pickup
PONTIAC Catalina wagon
OLDSMOBILE U
FORD GALAXIE SOS
PONTIAC Catalina 4-door hardtop
CHEVROLET Bel Air 4-door sedan
CHEVY. Impala 2-door hardtop
PONTIAC Catalina 4-door hardtop
PONTIAC GTO Hardtop
r

11

Of interest to Homemakers

INSULATED

PARK TERRACE GIFT SHOP

1944
1507
1505
1504
1501
1961
1965
1500
1944
1965
1959
1963
1961
1964
1963
1963
1965
1965
1963
1946
1945

MTN!

RUBBER BOOTS

All pierced and pierced look earrings, necklaces,
pin and earring sets, Christmas jewelry on sale.
Come early for best selection.

BEFORE YOU BUY A USED
CAR check our prices and our
desist

Or

THE NEWS

RAIO

JEWELRY I PRICE SALE

WE NEED TO SELL THillal
USED CARS THIS MONTH

Nearly all of our cars are local
Ky. and Tenn. cars. Financing
available at local banks or
GMAC.
Her* I. • brief rundown en
Moat
mem
BUICKS
66 Wildcat 2--doer hardtop Custom; bucket seats, power
air conditioned; gray
64 Buick Special Deluxe, 4-door,
VII, automatic, white
43 Special 4-deer, Foy!, automatic, beige
63 Special, wagon, VI, automatic; power and air
CHEVROLET'S
66 55-390 Chevelle Coupe; *
speed, bucket seats, console
tape player, blue
66 SS-3% Chevell• Coupe, 13
speed, bucket seats, console,
black
64 Impala 4-door, powerglide,
power steering, air, green
64 Biscayne 4-door, 6-cyl,
straight, Tenn. car
63 Impala, automatic, power
and air, green
62 Chevy II 4-doer, 6-cyf.
straight; white
FORDS
65 Mustang 2-door hardtop, VS,
straight, black
65 Galaxi• 4-door VI; automatic. air, white
Id Custom 500 4-door VS, automatic, blue
65 Custom 500, 4-door VI,
straight, beige
OLDSMOBILES
66 Delta U 4-door, power
64 Jetstar, 4-door, power
63 F-11.5 VI, automatic; blue
63 F-113 4-deer, VI, automatic
61 Dynamic IS, automatic, pow-

WFULal

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
FRANKFORT, Ky.
State Treasurer Thelma Stovall
seems to have convinced University of Kentucky officials that
they no longer will be able to
Issue payroll checks.
Clay Maupin, the university's
petty cash custodian, and two
colleagues told Mrs. Stovall after a meeting here Thursday,
she said, that they would send
her the records needed for making out the January payroll.
Thus ends a practice under
which the state treasurer would
transfer approximately $3.5 million monthly -- as "petty cash"
— to a university account in a
Lexington bank. The university
then would issue its payroll
checks from these funds.
Mrs. Stovall said she was told
by Finance Department officials'
that the arrangement began as
an "experiment" more than two
years agoA bill specifically setting out
such a system was defeated in
the 19611 Legislature, she added.
That bill would have enabled
money to be appropriated directly to a department, which
then could issue checks an it,
she said.
However, the state Constitution stipulates that the treasurer
alone shall dispense state
money and she intends to adhere to that, Mrs. Stovall asserted.
Mrs. Stovall contended that
any state department or agency
could write its own checks if UK
could. And with so many persons drawing on state funds,
she argued, it would be difficult
to control.
Mrs. Stovall informed UK
President John Oswald last
month that the practice was illegal and would not continue
after she became treasurer Jan.
L Oswald then said he would
take the matter up with the UK
Board of Trustees at its regular meeting Jan. 12,
Since Mrs. Stovall refused to
transfer state money to the university's account, however,
there seemed little room for
argument.
In the past, the treasury transferred money to the university
for payrolls in four installments
— a main one for around $2.2
million, one for approximately
8875,000 and two each for around
R40,000.

Karen LeGrand

Mar;p9,1:Jurial

watch for being the state winner.
The watch and the trip were
donated by the Oliver Corporation, which sponsors the dairy
program.
Two other 1987 state winners
are Karen LeGrand, 17, of Warsaw, and Carolyn Coughlin, 17,
of Augusta. Miss LeGrand took
honors in the sheep program
and Miss Coughlin had the top
project in the poultry program.
Both girls won wrist watches
for their efforts. Miss LeGrand's
was presented by Wilson & Co.,
Inc. and Miss Coughlin received
her watch from Heisdorf & Nelson Farms, Inc.
State 4-H winners are selected by the Cooperative Extension Service.
Miss Duvall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Duvall, has
raised 17 registered Holstein
cows during the nine years she
has carried the dairy project.
Included in the numerous
awards she has received are the
Governor's trophy for showmanship in the 4-H class at the state
fair. She has also shown the
best animal bred and shown by
a junior exhibitor at the state
fair from 1961 through 1966,
In addition to caring for het
dairy herd and helping her
father on his farm, she has managed to win two county grand
championships for her clothing
projects.
Miss LeGrand's project has
been to raise registered Polled
poraet sheep. Although she has
only fiaen in the program for
two years, she has shown the
grand champion ewe and ram
at the state fair for the last two
years.
Miss LeGrand has also won
county medals for her projects
in foods, home furnishings and
clothing. She was selected to
participate in the fashion revue
at the state fair. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William LeGrand.
Miss Coughlin has been active in poultry raising for seven
years. In that time she has
raised a total of 2,650 chicks
for her project. She has received
a first in breed at the county
fair each year that she has exbinned birds. She also won district championships from 1984
to 1966.
Her parents ere Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Coughlin.

BIG CLEARANCE SALE!
Making room for Spring merchandise
— $2.00 OFF on all Men's work shoes
— $1.00 OFF on all outlet shoes
Loafers and Nurse oxfords
Dress Shoes greatly reduced
NEW!100cf
( waterproof RainDears boots.
White Go-Go Boots, Assorted Winter Mode Boots

1

6 - SHOT
.22 CALIBER

Revolvers
$14.95
WE BUY, SELL AND
TRADE GUNS & PISTOLS

&hoed Saluags

BLACKWELL'S
SHOE OUTLET STORE
STORE HOURS —
MONDAYS Through THURSDAYS

10 A. M. To 6 P. M.

FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS

10 A. M. To 9 P. M.
1 P. M. To 6 P. M.

SUNDAYS Afternoons

_LOCAIED J. mile from South Fulton City Limits
On Martin Highway

Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Money
NOT A SALE!
Just Every -Day Low Prices!
NO TRADE-1N$ ptiCESSAKY
.1
Electric heaters
$9.95
Love Seats
_ $59.88
2 End tables & coffee table
$19.95
Nice 3-Pc. Bedroom suite
$123.88
Table lamps
$3.95 up
Bunk Beds, complete
$99.95
5-Piece Dinettes
$37.50, LIP
Beveled-edge mirrors
$6.95 up
2-Piece living room suitesr-vinyl cover,
$99.95
Whirlpool Appliances
RCA - Victor TV and Stereo
General Electric small appliances
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
NO MONEY DOWN; UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY;
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH.

G&Il Discount 'rurality.

Lake St. - Fulton K .

4th and Ky.Avas

Ulm

If your clothes get plum tuckered out..,It seams
and lapels become puckered and rippled...if your
suit or dress get "tired"...then treat them to

MIRACLE Fimsr

1t

PROCESS

wia47.,

Here is just "what the doctor ordered." Your fine‘
garments will be returned to you with "newness"
in every fiber...a "drape" instead of a "droop"...
and the original finish restored.

0 14011/ATIO...0.• W....Mat .“..

t

•

M PA N

(i)
Y, INC.

.71, OAFA tilt
,

ONLY AVAILABLE AT YOUR FINEST PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANER
FORMER UK DEAN—Older Uni
versify of Kentucky alumni will
resseetkor Dr. Serail G. Blanding,
former atm of wont** et UK end
wow preeklent-emeritus ef Valor
Champ. She is a member of the
UeiversiWs Hell of Distiesseskeri

Telephone 472-1700
Prompt pickup and delivery

OR-Pala-441w
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.

AmmawiesiggeMilllem- -,
-xmassalesr

We Take Better
Care of Your Car

Fulton, Ky.
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Retarded Children in Blue Ridge Are
Taught to 'Play' by March of Dimes
Child's play has become
serious business for two attractive youngsters living
high in the Blue Ridge
Mountains.
Unlike most children who
can't wait to rush out of the
house every morning, romping
and make-believe don't come
naturally,to Eddie, 6, and Shirley Frazier, 7, of Crozet, Va.
The pity is that the Blue
Ridge Mountains would seem
a paradise for children's play,.
Tinkling waterfalls lift their
music everywhere. Great oaks
and flowers grow lavishly over
the landscape.
This brother and sister actually have to be taught how
to play and have fun. These
recreation lessons are part of
their treatment at the March
of Dimes Birth Defects Center
at the University of Virginia
School of Medicine, Charlottesville.
A visitor to the Frazier's
weatherbeaten home, a cinderblock-and-shingle cottage hidden in the mists of the mountains, learns quickly why "play"
is a word without joyous meaning for Eddie and Shirley. The
reason they don't try to pet the
nearly tame doe grazing close
by, or romp around with stray
cats and dogs, is that they are
mentally damaged.
"When they aren't having
their head spells (convulsions)," explains their mother,
Mrs. Josephine Frazier, as she
performs her chores, "they just
sit around staring. Why won't
these kids plop?"
Blonde and blue-eyed Eddie
and Shirley both suffek from
several birth defects.
metabolisn
Ong an
error in their
, the
vital process by which food is
transformed into energy. Another is cerebral palsy, a lack
of muscular control caused by
brain damage. Aside from these
problems, the children neither
see nor hear well. Shirley can
babble, but she cannot speak
words.
From the Frazier home it's
like entering another world
as vou cautiously drive down
the precipitous road into Charlottesville, where the March of
Dimes Birth Defects Center is
located. Here the sun-filled
recreation rooms for the young
patients, and the unflagging
optimism of the staff of pedia-

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
AT 7:00
"OUT OF SIGHT"
— STARRING —
JONATHAN DALY
AT 8:30
"CHAmdER OF
HORRORS"
A Rea) Thriller

SUNDAY NIGHT
AT 7:00

made possible by teaching these
two handicapped children how
to relate to others here. You
might say that they are being
taught to play by themselves
and to play with others. This
is of enormous importance in
the prevention of their further
withdrawal from the real
world."

NEW/"Durable Press" Cycles
by SPEED QUEEN

•

For 4-H Projects

Who would have dreamed
seven years ago that the shy
little girl making her first apron
would one day confidently
model an ensemble she made
before an audience of 2,500
spectators?
That's exactly what happened
to Susan Coleman, 17, of Evarts,
at the recent National 4-H Club
Congress in Chicago. As 1967
state dress revue champion, she
modeled her prize-winning
bonded tweed coat, dress and
hat.
The fashion show, presented
by winners from every state,
was held in the Grand Ballroom
of Chicago's Conrad Hilton
Hotel.
Among the Kentucky delegates watching was Alexis Dale,
17, of Grayson, a 1967 leadership award winner.
Miss Coleman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coleman,
had her trip sponsored by Simplicity Pattern Co. Inc., while
Miss Dale's trip was donated by
The Sears-Roebuck Foundation.
The two winners were chosen
by the Cooperative Extension
Service.
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JOHN MILLS — In

"THE
FAMILY WAY"
In Technicolor!
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Those fined recently in Wingo
City Court by Judge G. S. Smith
were:
Speeding — Willie F. Jackson,
Jessie E. Coleman, William E.
Dobson, Jackie E. Olds, Paul Richard George, Louis String Campbell,
Odell McCarty, Alexander Dillard,
Charlie Morrow Boyar, Jack Log.
gins;
Reckless driving — George E.
_ Blank, William E. Dobson, J. T.
Jones, Dennis L. Carter, Louis
:String Campbell, Charlie Morrow
Boyar, James Allen Gibson;
Reckless driving and put on probation — John Reid Hicks;
.1. No state tag, probated, — James
:Allen Gibson;
: Failure to appear in court —Paul
:7Richard George;
: Drunk in public place — Robert
Enoch;
_ Public nuisance, with a car;
?probated for one year: • Steve Dan
3uLlivan;
= Given ten days in jail and pro.. ated for six months good beNaylor - Robert Enoch.
Wilbur Mangrum
Wingo, Ky.

for

arrioi4is •

64•,.
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Wingo City Court Girls Win Awards

Disith

•-

WASH

"To lose without crying, win
without brxgging and make the
lip
this is the most
valuable lesson to be gained
from 4-H Club work, says a
Parksville youth.
Tommy Jackson ought to
know. He and two other 4-H'ers
turned defeat into victory-ex4115
pense-paid trips to the recent
Nisei
Miss Tate
National 4-H Club Congress in
Chicago. They were selected for
Hisel has presented blue ribthe honor by bon
photography exhibits in
1111 the Cooperative
Extension Ser- state fair competition for five
successive years. He is sports
vice.
Jackson, 17, photographer for his local newsreceived the paper and has also done com1967 state award mercial photography. He, parin the 4-H Field ents are Mr. and Mrs. S dney
Crops Science Hisel.
program, sponLinda Tate, 18, of Shepherdssored by AmJackson
ville, is winner in the home
chem Products,
improvement program sponInc. In seven years of project
sored by The S&H Foundation,
work, Jackson increased his
Inc. Now a student at the Uniyield from 85 to 128.4 bushels
of corn per acre, equaling the versity of Kentucky majoring
in home economics, Miss Tate
top corn production of adult
has a long list of 4-H successes
farmers in his county. But his
to her credit.
personal goal is 140 bushels per
In 1966 she was selected the
acre, so Jackson is still striving
outstanding 4-H girl in Bullitt
to attain that yield.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. County and was a member of
Thomas Jackson. The youth has a People to People Goodwill
also won top awards in horti- Tour of Europe. As part of her
home improvement project she
culture.
Kenneth Hisel, 15, of George- has painted walls; refinished
town, was almost defeated in chairs, tables and a chest; made
the first week of his 4-H career drapes, pillows, closet acces-his 4-H calf died one week sories and a bedspread.
Her one discouraging moafter he bought it. But his
father dried his tears and put ment occurred when she tried
a camera in his hands. Young to antique a table and chair.
Hisel used it to win top honors It just did not satisfy me," she
in the photography program, recalled. However, she kept
sponsored by Eastman Kodak working on it until she merited
Company.
a blue ribbon at the county fair.

Y

Main
Ft

Dial - 472-1651

"NEVER TOO LATE"
— STARRING —
Paul Ford, Connie Stevens

Picture-pretty and party-perfect describes Sweet-Sour Chicken,
a delectable dish whispering a hint of the Oriental.
Simmer the chicken pieces in a sauce of pineapple preserves
or orange marmalade (try one, then vary the dish next time by
using the other) and vinegar. The Cantonese touch, a soy saucecornstarch thickener, goes next, then green pepper and onion.
When the sauce is clear and thickened to your liking, the glazed.
Sweet-Sour Chicken is ready to be served atop well seasoned rice.
Sweet-Sour Chicken
2 tablespoons cooking oil
.2 tablespoons cornstarch
or shortening
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1 clove garlic, minced
1 large green pepper, cut
1 (3-pound) frying chicken,
into 1-inch pieces
cut into serving pieces
i/2 cup sliced green onion
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups hot seasoned cooked
1 jar (12 ounce) pineapple
rice
preserves or orange
2 tablespoons melted butter
marmalade
or margarine
2
/
3 cup vinegar
2 tablespoons finely chopped
1,6 cup water
parsley
Heat cooking oil in large skillet. Add garlic and heat. Add
chicken pieces; brown well on all sides, turning pieces as needed.
Sprinkle with salt. Combine preserves and vinegar; pour over
chicken. Cover and cook slowly until chicken is tender, 30 to 40
minutes.
Combine water, cornstarch and soy sauce; mix well. Pour over
chicken. Add green pepper and onion; heat until sauce is clear
and thickened.
Combine hot seasoned cooked rice, butter and parsley; mix
well. Spoon onto serving dish and top with chicken and sauce.
Yield: 4 servings.

STAFF PSYCHOLOGIST at March of Dimes Birth Defects Center,
University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville, "teaches"
Eddie, 6, and Shirley Frazier, 7, how to play. The children are
mentally deficient.

Teens Turn Defeat into Victory,
Win 1967 State 4-H Awards

I THE

DUCHESNE, Utah
After the county jail hero hia,
been entirely empty for two

weeks, the sheriff's department
posted a large notice re the
front door saying: "Vacancy."

a

tricians, speech and recreation
therapists, psychologists and
social workers, contrast sharply with the gloom at the Frazier cottage 5,000 feet up in
the scudding clouds of the Blue
Ridge.
Dr. Marilyn H. Grundig, one
of the staff psychologists, sees
the Frazier children for purposes of training when Eddie
and Shirley and their mother
slip down their mountain peak
and journey into Charlottesville for check-ups.
"What we are doing here,"
she explains, "is preventing
Eddie and Shirley from slipping further into retardation.
We have brought Eddie along
to the point where he is educable. In time to come, he'll be
a reasonably useful citizen.
"Shirley is not educable, but
the wonderful thing is that we
have brought her along to the
point where she is trainable.
That's to say she can be taught
self-care. Progress has been

oictegilc**31

Plenty 01 Room

WASHINGTON — More than
13,000 Americans have passed
their 100th birthday.

Chicken Goes Delectably Oriental

Durable Press
Wash Cycle

50
50
\

you

The

Durable Press
Dry Cycle

SPEED AMEN
Washer and
Dryer

The new '67 Speed Queen washers and dryers have
special Durable Press cycles designed to take full
advantage of the wrinkle-free magic of the new sensational durable press fabrics. Durable press fabrics are
skyrocketing in popularity. Buy the washer (or dryer)
that is designed to do the best possible job of saving
you a lot of ironing.

$350.00
Copperione,
Avocado,or White

sownievesseieww.....Mitersr
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10 Year Warranty
on Transmission
Sullicycle
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Rubber Base Nylon
CARPETING
12' Width

$3.48 Sq. Yd.
sw"4.
.
0.
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Cushion Floor
LINOLEUM

40,000 BTU
CAS HEATER
Thermostatic Control

$98.50

1320 Watts
ELECTRIC HEATER

80c Sq.Yd.

ONL1

$11.88
ELECTRIC BLANICETS
Full Bed Size

$12.88

$2.10 Sq. Yd.
.32-oz. Rubberized
RUG PADDING
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EST.
Member New York Stock Exchange
NAILLING BLDG. -- UNION CITY.

at stake than sell -determination for the South Vietnamese, important as that
is. Even more ii at stake
than the security of other
nations in Southeast Asia,
important as that is. The
greater question is whether
aggression is to be allowed
to succeed,thus opening the
way for further aggression.
And tied to that is the integrity of the commitments
in the Pacific that are just
as binding as our commitments in the Atlantic. If
those who wish to pursue
world revolution by force
should come to believe that
the United States will not do
what it has promised, the
prospects of peace would
rapidly vanish."
In regard to the Middle
East, we can impose no
blueprint for peace in that
area. The primary responsibility rests upon those
who live there and upon
their governments. President Johnson hi• set forth
the principles which we
think any settlement must
encompass in his speech of
June

Concessions to USSR
Many years ago my
friend and neighbor, our
nation's leading historian,
Dr. Charles A. Beard,held
the view that the Russians
are afraid of getting involved in a war with us.
Dr. John Anderson of the
University of Minnesota,at
the time of President
Eisenhower's pressure
against England. France
and Israel, told me that
we had committed a very
grievous error. They
should have been supported in the Suez matter. He
was convinced that our hasty action would degrade our
allies and enable Russia to
control the mid-East. This
has come to pass.
Any concessions now in
the mid-East or Vietnam
will be seen as a defeat of
the U.S. "aggressor" bythe
"stronger" Soviet Union.
the more reliable protector. We are now in a
period that will by our action determine whether we
(as has Great Britain) decline in prestige and honor
to a secondary position.
M. D. A.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

WASHINGTON D.C. The
following letters were
by
recently answered
the Department of State.

Dear Mr. A:
You may be assured that
we shall continue to meet
our commitment in South
Vietnam. As Secretary
Rusk said in his speech in
Chicago on July 6:
"We shall stay in Vietnam until the right of the
South Vietnamese people
to work out their own
future, under a government
of their own free choice,
has been secured. More is
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held by the Indian populace,
beliefs which are extremely slow to change,there are
some aged and unproductive cattle at large in the
countryside. However. the
Indian cow, by giving milk,
dung for fuel, power and,
eventually, meat (for million*, Of Moslems and
Christians) and hides plays
a much more important
economic role than is
generally realized.
Our grain shipments to

India have been a major
factor in preventing famine
among large numbers of
people in that droughtstricken land. A majority
of Indian editors realize
and report the humanitarian nature of our food
aid and the fact that we are
supplying this aid at a time
of dwindling United States
grain stocks. Moreover,
the indications are that
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most Indians are generally aware and appreciative
of the food as•istance.which
the United States has made
available under our Food
for Freedom program.
Do you have an inquiry?
Send it to:
"The Diplomatic Pouch"
P/MS, Room 4835
US Department of State
Washington D.C. 20520

$1.99
Fitted Sheets, Double bed size
88c
Loom Crest Pillow Cases
88c
Foam-filled pillow cases
19c Yd.
Unbleached muslin
$1.57
Bath Mats set
Bath towels, plain, striped, patterns)2 for $1.00
(Wash cloths to match)

2 for1$1.00
6 for 88c
$3.57

Plastic drapes
Dish Cloths
Chenille Bedspreads

U.S. Aid to India
It seems that India is
making a fool of the U.S.
The Indian papers hold us
in the deepest scorn. The
grain we have sent has just
about fed India's 100 million unproductive cows. Is
that what the U.S. has been
reduced to--the growing of
grain to feed India's pets?
L. S.
Now York, N.Y.
Dear Mr. S:
As a result of deep religious and cultural beliefs

BEN

FIRANKLIN`
FULTON. KY.
‘..••••••••••

GOOD THRU JANUARY 20th
SAVE BEFORE PRICES INCREASE

- FULTON

SALE

DISCOUNT
West State Line

PEN TO THeil 6
PUBLIC Hours: 8 to 8
NO FEE,
NO STAMPS —

A
n
59c BARBASOL SHAVE
DOOR BUSTERS
19t NOTE BOOKS I air
LOTION
SCHICK BAND
DAMASK
BUD VASES
RAZORS
DINNER
I

39 TOP PUNCH

5.99 VALUE

National Brands
GREAT SAVINGS

ASSORTED COLORS
ONLY

too

f RATOVAC

ONLY

3.99 BOX OF SIX

AT

NO GIMMICKS!

ATTERIES
;ISIZE 254

FULTON'S NO. 1 DISCOUNT

$1.99
ANTI SPRAY

EACH

FOR

354

2.95 VALUE

$3.99

$1.59
Schick D.E. Blades
SS
550
690 5/790

IMPORTED

ONLY

1.09

VALUE

EXTRA DRY

ARRID

SET
ENSE MBLE

DEOD.

ONLY

ONLY

j

TOYS

JAI

TUBE HAIR

BALL 19c
PENS
25c

I

DRESSING

1111781Ling
I. LOTION

REG. 1.09

SIDEWALK BIKES, COASTER WAGONS,
FIRE TRUCKS, MUSTANG SPORT CARS,
VELO CIPEDES

IS.Pt

ONLY

694

unemn It I NMI

CRIB MATE

BALL MN

111
/'

11 OZ. REG. 1.55

(LEMON

7 OZ. REG. 1.00

69C 990

994
7 OZ. REG 1.09

69

VO5

BY THE DOZENS

12 OUNCES

OR

19C

25

OR

TOYS-BABY PANTS

DOZ.
$1"
DOZ.

C

liA.0114' •
dR:se

"
$1

FORMULE'TTE CO.
ALL OF THE NEEDS FOR BABIES

,
1101011

5

REG. 1.09

,111tr,.: 24

A
694
REG. 69e

39

VO 5
R

A

THROAT DISC.
ASSORTED
FLAVORS
REG. 59V

10

VANISH

DETERGENT

EASY WASH DAYS
SPECIAL BUYS

REG. I.

ONLY

JOHN-EE SEAT CORP.

BOX ONLY

53

BABY BATH TUBS, BABY CARRY ALLS,
DIAPER PAILS

•

Fulton,
Fulton, Ky,
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KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

SALAD
DRESSING
HOT DOGS
REELFOOT

QUART

LIMIT I
PLEASE

IS PROUD TO JOIN 1* AND I
REELFOOT PACKINI10.1
BY BRINGING YOU1U

THRU-FRI-SAT

REELFOOT

SAUSAGE

LB.

10 A.M. to 7 P.M.

EACH

39oREELF0

WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE MANY LOW PF
DEEP FREEZE WITH STEAKS, ROASTS, PORK and

*

IS THE NAME TO REMEMBER WHEN YOU THINK Of

37
SHOI
CHUCK ROAST
REEL

REELFOOT USDA CHOICE BLADE CUT

SMOKED

LB.

PICNICS

REELFOOT USDA CHOICE CE
CENTER CUT4
.
1111

Ic

REF

CUT
CHUCK ROAST
CHUCK ROAST
lijsRakEET STEW LB-29C SHOI
STEW-ME-AT Li.igienOkalh P0111
i'Res4liTiNDIRIVER 290 POR
LB.

REELFOOT USDA CHOICE BONELESS

0% mg

CHIP

LB.

\REELFOOT

REELF01

US CHOI(

SMOU P*

PICNIC

1% A A

US CHOICE BONELESS

LB.

FRESH

MEATY I

LB

SOFT Cl

TALL CANS

PET § An PAPER 60
MILK OcANsIONAPKINS 10 REELFOOT
artioT;;GRAPEG
PURE
0,0R 1
REELFOOT
DRINK
SORGHRICAR
franks
48oz
411f,,
j.
BATHROOM en6 WESSON
9
TISSUE 10Rou-suov 011.
i
25 *1"iNs
RET
FRANKS
GREEN LIMA lind, WASHING
BEANS CRLOY POWDER 69
DINNERSiooz3F°Rfl PEAS
Double
Quality
Stamps
auc
COCONUT
49c
KRAUT
On Wednesday.
ibl!.AL1000,13
5
Plus Low Low Prices
COUNT

:**

ALL ME

VALUE PACK

"tilkql#19
4

TTLE

$
1
"A.i.rifeals
40

BO

RIGHT

CREST TOP
14% OZ. CAN

STARLOUR

ALLEN'S IC OZ. CAN

AJAX 3 LB. 1 OZ. BOX
.

FROSTY ACRE FROZEN

A

A A

PILGRIM FARM

SCHOOL DAY

NO.35
CANS
SEIVE
17 OZ.

LB

59

BAKERS ANGEL FL AKE

BAG

QUART

cANs

c
CLEH
ARFiEL
E
Ds E

LB. $288

BOX

U.S. NO. 1 SWEET YELLOW

CELERY

3 DOZ. SIZE

No CORN

F"

39c

g§~20..aige
",,WAiAlitiaaXeainM,:ai::Wa4:ar:.:.:WMAEONWMWSNEWjakafjlWrM.MiiiaiANMUM:MMngeagkS:*a;W

v•ge'„o

Fulton, Kv.
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REELFOOT

LIMIT I
PLEASE

IN *AND HELP CELEBRATE

KRA ANNIVERSARY
TOIVOUR BIGGEST

WIN A YEAR SUPPLY OF REELFOOT
BACON, PORK SAUSAGE, FRANKS

NO OBLIGATION JUST REGISTER

WHEN YOU ARE SHOPPING
DRAWING WEDNESDAY NIGHT 7 P.M. ITEMS WILL BE GIVEN SEPARATELY.

MEAT SA

THE MANY LOW PRICES OFFERED ...FILL YOUR
OASTS, PORK and PORK PRODUCTS. REELFOOT

REELFOOT

All MEAT
BOLOGNA

REELFOOT

WHEN YOU THINK OF GREAT MEAT PRODUCTS.
REELFOOT USDA CHOICE

SM

SHOULDER ROASTLB.57(
REELFOOT USDA CHOICE ENGLISH

CUT ROAST
CHUCK STEAK
SHORT RIBS
POICSRAINS
PORK RIBS

LB.

HAMS

5

REELFOOT USDA CHOICE

SHANK HALF
LB 5
9
(

US CHOICE

39(

LB

FRESH

3 Eal

MEATY LEAN

LB.

LB.

-

45(

44milkoP

.......................................................................................................................................................................................
HYDE PARK CAN

a

B

6

CAN4
SWIFT'S PARK LANE

Y2 GAL.

ICE CREAM

STOKELY'S BIG 21/2 SIZE CAN

C PEACHES
C SWEET MILK%
CREAMERY
BUTTER
190
STRAWBERRY 2
0 PRESERVES
FOR

29 OZ

1

1

EWJ'S

GAL54
°

MAPLE LEAF

k

•

1ibE

.,. mill

SWIFT'SAL
iA G

9

•

v•

LB

R WAY SWEET

PICKLES

BACON

ZESTEE

01

4

a

, SUPER VALUE

DREAD ILL`k.
MATO

a
FOR

STOKELY'S BIG 200z. BOTTLE

LB.

49t

CATSUP

LE
JAR

$1 POT A TOE8b
SOUTHERN BELLE 4 OZ. CAN

I 51115AGE

KRAFT 10% OZ.
QUEEZE BOTTLE
WE WOULD LIKE TO OFFER OUR CONGRATULATION
TO RICHARD STONE (Reelfoot Reprosentative)
FOR THE OUTSTANDING JOB HE liAS
DONE SINCE CALLING ON US. REELFOOT
CAN BE PROUD OF HIS RECORD.
WE WISH YOU GREAT SUCCESS IN 1968.

VC

5

300 SIZE
BLACKEYE

MUSTARD 20R290 PEAS
STOKELY'S NO. 2 CAN
CRUSHED OR SLICED

CRISCO

WITH
BAC°N

CAN

3 LB. CAN

F°R

100
nr

PINEAPPLE 8FoR4 SHORTENINGDOc
j

U.S. NO.

U.S. NO. 1 FLORIDA TENDER

GREEN BEANS

a%

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

.1 VIENNA
FoR

0

LB..

13o ID

10

LBS.

nuts ha'

-

Futton, Ky.
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PurchaseIncome On 3Grains
Climbs $9 Million In 5 Years
By BILL POWELL
Sun-Democrat Roving Eater
—InHICKMAN, Ky.,
come from three grain crops
has increased by 100 per cent
—or by $9,182,400—in the Purchase area in the last five years,
according to John B. Watts,
area agent in crops for the University of Kentucky Extension
Service.
Farmers in Fulton, Hickman,

ELEGiLD OFFICIALS TAKE OFFICE—Seven of Kentucky's elected officials
took the oath of office in the courtroom of the Court of Appeals on Jan. 2. Taking
the oath of office, administered by Court of Appeals Chief Justice Squire Williams,
are (left to right): Thelma Stovall, Treasurer; John Breckinridge, Attorney General; Dick Vermillion, Clerk of the Court of Appeals; Clyde Conley, Auditor;
Elmer Begley, Secretary of State; Wendell Butler, Superintendent of Public Instruction; and J. Robert Miller, Agriculture.

Bursitis---

Forget Those Old
Joints Need
Frostbite Treatments Special Care
Frostbite is an important
health hazard each winter in most
parts of the country.
Today's Health, the magazine of the American Medical Association, reports that true frostbite means that the tissues are
frozen. Crystals of ice form between the cells. Nerves, muscles
and blood vessel tissues are most
susceptible.
Frostbite can happen before
you know it, and it isn't necessary
for the temperature to be excessively low. The wind plays an
important role. The chilling effect
of air at 20 degrees moving at 45
miles an hour is the same as 40below-zero air on a still day.
One of the dangers of frostbite is that you often don't feel
it. First thing you know is that
someone else notices that your
ear or nose is turning white. The
frozen part becomes hard to touch
and loses feeling. Many sports
leaders advocate a buddy system
for outdoor winter sports: two
persons are paired off, each
watching the other for signs of
frostbite.
To prevent frostbite, first be
certain that you are properly
dressed for the temperature.

the affected part with snow, and
also forget the completely invalid
caution against rapid thawing.
Also, don't massage or rub the
frozen part. Don't touch it at all.

Begin rapid rewarming as soon as
possible. A hot bath is excellent,
but avoid scalding. Hot wet towels
will help, changed frequently and
applied gently. If no fire or hot
water is at hand, place the patient in a sleeping bag, or cover
with coats and blankets. Hot liquids will help raise body temperature.
For any frostbite, even a mild
case, prompt medical attention is
important. The depth and degree
of the frozen tissue cannot be
readily ascertained and the treat48161111111yeroteetiozuged eXtruive-, _ ment will vary with the severity
perspiration. Avoidcofitact of bare of the injury.
Dress properly and use comflesh with cold metal. Don't drink
mon sense about exposure in sealcohol or smoke.
In first aid for frostbite, for- vere cold, and most cases of frost121167
get the old saw about rubbing bite can be avoided.
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CONTROL LICE ON
CATTLE IN WINTER
Most cattle show signs cif
moderate to heavy infastatioos
with lice in mid-winter. Lice on
cattle are seldom a problem in
summer. High temperatures,
direct smiled, Mart heir mid
fly spray keep lice numbers
down. The few healthy survivors, however, multiply rapidly
when cattle are housed in cold
weather and the hair grows
long.
You should suspect cattle hoe,
individual animals appear ODthrifty, spend much thne rubbing or scratching, or Maw sigma
of thinning hair. Some cows may
be heavily infested, while others
In the same herd will have bit
very few lice and seem to be
immune. Lice usually appear on
the sides of the neck and brisket,
along the backbone, on the bsner etaglis, around the taM setting anion the hair around the
eyes, era, and made.
There are two Made of lice
hand la cattle. Bhie lice are the
blood sucking variety, while the
red Mee ere the bling variety.
The mune trentinest kills both,
and k has bean determined that
neither ma Eve nave than a
few days away from their host.
Ilmy are considered MN lerasitas
•
Most antharities mires that
spaying emir& Moe as better than &slam& however, it Is
best to MS due he Ishtar if the
weather 10 eidelmedy cold. It
Is difficult ter set•fliosonsh appiication whoa dolt is used so
be hire to sift the *et throush
the dense kik am the cows by
•silifilir
ce
la order to
tar
I
ha ea Hee, the
' elf
- dumb
Meet came in contact efili
A power oprayer is mann- molded fa anirel Be. in hr.
bards, but yea can an a imam

seek or garden-type sprayer for
smeller numbers of animaks.
BE VERY SURE to use an insecticide that has been APPROVED BY YOUR DAIRY

PLANT

or HEALTH DEPART_
MENT, because of its residual
effect in milk. This is not important to beef cattle producers
unless the cattle are to be
slaughtered in a few days.
Another method or controling
lice is to clip a strip down the
back of dairy cows about 8 to 10
inches wide. This may be dme
when the udders are clipped for
the centre( of long hair in your
sanitary program. This area of
back seems to be the highway
ci the lice to rnoishre sources,
and entomologists tell us when
the long hair is removed, the
louse populatket is greatly reduced.

Sometimes it's "housemaid's
knee." Or "policeman's heel."
By any other name it's still
bursitis, and it is one of mankind's
more painful and disabling ailments.
Bursitis, Sir; the American
Medical Association, means inflammation of a lubricating sac
about a joint. The sac, called a
bursa, is similar to a collapsed
balloon with some fluid inside. It
Is located at various places in the
body where joints or tissues touch
and rub, and without cushioning
there would be friction.
Bursitis can hit at many points
in the body, but most often occurs
In the shoulder, elbow or knee.
In almost every case bursitis
follows unaccustomed strain or
overuse of an extremity. By taking
a little time to work up to your
physical condition, and especially
by working up the muscles that you
plan to use in any repetitious motion outside your normal activity
(strengthening your wrist and arm
before starting to paint the house,

Carlisle, Ballard, McCracken,
Gras es, Marshall and Calloway
recorded the remarkable increase on corn, wheat and soybeans.
In IND the grains brought
Purchase tarmets etr,S27,e00. to
1967 the income amounted to
$18,010,000, said Watts, who formerly was county agent of Fulton under the old U of K extension system of having a gen-

eigaill,VtgfrtetteJ
u
.
•

LOOKING FOR A JOB on an ice cream route? The men of
the 34 Battalion, 39th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division have
just mach a job on their 20-mile route between Tan An and
Rack lien, The vehicle for the route is a converted +4-ton
truck with a kitchen freezer mounted on the back. The inventor, Chief Warrant 06icer Raymond Steward of Chesapeake,
Va., put the wagon together to speed delivery of bulk froze.
footle to the forward base camp. The major frozen food
Ice cream.
BeSKETBALLS were not designed to be dribbled in mud,
but sometimes it can't be helped ...and then again it can.
The men of Company E, 3d Battalion, 39th Infantry, 9th
Infantry Division thought so. Choosing the only piece of
ground available to than, a mod hole, they built a wooden
court out of empty 4.2-inch mortar ammunition boxes.
Having conquered the elements, they now try to conquer
their respective teams. From time to time, they even play
the sport to see who will perform the company details.

tral agent for each county.
Said Watts:
"T h i s phenomenal increase
in farm income has been due
to a large number of improved
production practices, the most
important being increased yiekb
per acre from which our farmers are harvesting and marketing."
Corn has made a spectacular
farm story, Watts said.
While corn acreage has gone
down by 44,000 acres, or 33
per cent, yields have increased
from an average of 39 bushels
an acre in 1963 to 81 bushels in
1967.
The soybean upsurge also has
been dramatic. In 1963 Purchase
farmers grew 46,129 acres of
soybeans. Last year production
soared to 100,000 acres.
Soybean yields in the area
have increased from 24 to 30
bushels an acre.
Wheat is not so widely grown
as corn and soybeans in the Purchase, but acreage has increased in five years from 14,700 to 38,000 acres.
1944
AcrAs Its..,
154,217 56,335.311111
Con'
lieljpeofts
2.116,511
46,129
NSAMS
WI**
14.5111
'Mot 2‘," 4444 SAWA"

By I
Mrs'
Saida

With
break v
driving,
the cur
the gicn
Contain
beating

Wheat yields have increased
about II bushels an acre in Lbe
five-year period.
Watts said that double crop;
ping of 25,000 acres (soybeanil
hard-land planted following
wheat) also contributed to the
unusual gain.
Another development which he
said helped considerably was
seeding from airplanes of about
11,500 acres of wheat on land
standing in soybeans or corn.
"perhaps weed control, more
than any other factor, has helped
our farmers to get high production with a declining labor supplay," Watts added.
A team composed of Watts,
Emerson Jones, weed control
specialists from McCrackep
County, and C. E. Wyatt, areli
soils specialist from Mayfield,
is working with grain farmers
in the eight counties in an effort to produce highest yields
for the most net income, while
getting the best in soil
comervatin.
The following table shows the
spectacular increases in the
three grains since 1963:
tIM
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DIST.

JONES AUTO PARTS
EAST STATE LINE A COMMERCIAL — 472-1510

TWIN CITY AUTO PARTS
BROADWAY, SC/UT/IL FULTON — 471453S

HICKMAN-rally PA/ft
CATLETT STREET — 134-1011

'srs,

PICKU
for instance) you can probably
keep clear of this common and
painful ailment.
If you get bursitis, no one need
suggest that you see a doctor. The
pain is so acute that you will be
the first to seek relief.
In recent years science has
learned much about bursitis, and
there is much your doctor can do
to relieve the pain and promote
healing. One of the mainstays in
treatment is a mild pain killer.
The newer cortisone-type drugs
have been used with some success.
Heat treatments also have their
place in bursitis therapy. In extreme cases surgery may be required. A treatment long used in
this painful ailment is complete
rest in bed. Anything that will
lessen the chance of the afflicted
joint being moved will ease the
pain and speed healing.
Like any other bearings, your
bursae stay trouble -free much
longer if you warm them up slowly and let them get fully lubricated before you race the motor.

Are Your Savings Earning You A
HIGH RETURN?
THE CITIZENS BANK OF HICKMAN, KY.
IS NOW PAYING A FULL 41/2%
ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

IRS

NikL

VE
SA
200/o to SO%
I

Carpet for you.
Check with The Citizens Bank. Hickman. Kentucky and learn how you can invest your money in
a Certificate of Deposit to earn a full 4%%.
A FULL SERVICE BANK OFFERING
COMPLETE BANKING SERVICES

Each Deposit insured to $15,000.00 by the
F. D.I. C.
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Clearance Sale

NOW IN PROGRESS
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A SAFE PLACE TO TRADE

The Citizens Bank at Hickman now boasts over
$5,000,000.00 in Assets and his rolled out the Red
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QUICK TIPS

for Smooth

FuLton, Ky.

Trips
,

By Pasta Johnson
lionsies
Media

Cr rrott
e
"

With oat of today's new travel pdgets, you can take a coffee
break without leaving the car. (For safety's sake, you should stop
driving, though.) The gadget—a kit for heating beverage* right in
the cup—comes packaged in a zipper bag that slides easily into
the glove compartment. In the bag are small plastic mugs; spoons;
containers for tea bags, bouillon, or instant coffee, and an electrical
heating element that plugs into the cigarette lighter. Hot drink
kits—in two- and four-cup sizes—are available in travel or notions
sections of most department stores.
•
•
Even though you have to wash things out occasionally, taking a
minimum of clothing makes travel easier. A compact twistedelastic clothesline makes the occasional handwashing easier. No
clothespins are needed. In your hotel or motel, you simply stretch
the line between towel racks, for example, fastening it by its end
hooks. Then, by taking at least two corners of each garment you
hang and inserting them between "twists," you can arrange your
wash so that it stays up by itself until dry. Stretch clotheslines, too,
are available at most department stores.
•
•
•
Traveling with a trailer? Be sure it is equipped with a sturdy
set of tires.
Most boat and camping-trailer tires are specially designed for
the rigors of high-speed highway travel, as well as the jolts of rough,
rocky back trails. The toughest tire, though, can suffer from improper care. Correct inflation, especially, is vital to the life of the
tires and the safety of your trip.
The right air pressure depends on the load you're carrying, the
speed you're traveling, and the size of the tires themselves. Trailer
tires need only enough pressure to retain their normal shape, yet
they shouldn't be underinflated. Underinflation can cause the
trailer to weave, especially at high speeds. Weaving can also occur
if the rear tires of your car have too much or too little pressure or
if the trailer tongue isn't heavy enough to balance the trailer well.
(You can get maintenance pointers for your particular equipment
from your tire manufacturer or service station dealer.)
If you're pulling a trailer for the first time, take a short trial run
with it—loaded—before your trip. Practice will give you an experienced feel for the added weight and the way it shifts as it
follows your car.
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Particularly for women and even for men, tire changing is
messy business. Now, with a new automatic le-inflater-andsealer, the typical fiat can be fixed in moments, rio4itcking necessary. The remedy, which can be used on tube or ltibefess tires,
comes in a hermetically sealed can with a plastic top Viat flips off
for easy application. The spout-nozzle of the can fits onto the valve
of the sagging tire and, with slight downward pressure on the can,
the sealing compound flows out and into the tire, reinflating it to
original size.
The motorist disposes of the empty can, climbs back behind
the wheel, and drives away. (Driving the car immediately helps
the compound circulate and seal properly.) The inflater/sealer
can't be used for blowouts and it doesn't substitute for a professional repair job, but it's the temporary solution to most flat-tire
problems: punctures, breaks, tearer or separated _treads.
—

CLASSIFIED
HOUSE TRAILER FOR SALE:
Wt.% Richardson, furnished. Located intersection US 51 and Ky.
94, Fulton, Phone 472-1560; call or
see after 5:00 p. m.
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GOOD USED
FURNITURE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
107 Commercial

4724533

USED FURNITURE*
BARGAINS
Living room suite
$25.00
Couch, no chair
$25.00
Dining table and 4 chairs $25.00
Dinette suite
$12.00
Frigidaire
$25.00
Electric dryer
$49.95
$5 each
Lamps
Bed springs,
$5 each
Kitchen cabinet
$10.00
-.eed,83
Odd chairs
New metal kitchen'cabinets,
$20.50
each
Dining reom suite wigs
buffet
$40.00
2 sets coffee and end tables,
each
$4.00
$15 and upRefrigerators,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c.
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $1.25 yard
Came In and browse around; we
have tots of bargains net &dyerHied!

WADE'S USED
Fulton

Furniture Store
Plume 472-3429

Every day, new ideas are introduced for better. mOrt profitable
farming. Agricultural researchers throughout the nation at commercial companies, at agricultural colleges, at breeding farms.
are testing @nd evaluating better ways to produce profitable hogs.
This research is a continual process. It is providing today's
farmer with the new information he needs to build his farming
•business.
By adopting the scientific
knowledge available today,
Research scientists, workthousands of hog producers
ing with agricultural colcould profit handsomely this
leges and hog producers,
year.
have provided new develConsider the advantages.
opments in feeding and
You can use vaccines to avoid
preventive meadi
disease problems. You can use
sures which assure greater
antibiotics to prevent diseases,
profits for hog farmers.
eliminate stress problems, gain
greater 'led efficiency. You can
adopt b-tter feeds to give animals the balanced diets they
need for faster growth and earlier marketing.
Fortunately, agricultural scientists have been working
closely with gricultural colleges and farmers in researching new ideas and products.
These new developments make
a big difference in profitable
performance on the farm.
Look closer at the benefits
from feeding a well-formulated,
balanced feed or supplement.
Consider the values of antibiotics in formula feeds. Today, with closely confined,
large livestock operation.,
health protection is important.
Following the advice of veterinarians, many successful hog
Working together this combiproducers follow a continuous
nation acts to keep livestock
antibiotwith
program
animals eat better, make more
feeding
efficient use of feeds.
ics like Atireomycin or a comBy using balanced, fortified
bination such as Aureo SP 250
feeds, hog producers can get
in feeds.
This combination provides the most out of every pound
protection against a wider they feed their animals. Tests
have been conducted to show
range of disease and stress
what farmers can expect from
problems. It combines the efan
fortified with a combinafeeds
fectiveness of Aureomycin,
tion such as Aureo SP 250. Reantibiotic. Sulmet sulfamethasults on the farm indicate hog
sine, a sulfa medication, and
penicillin, another antibiotic. producers can achieve close to

By Franklin Foie*/

14E. FARMER!
Call Cayce Lime Company
90 percent faster weight gains
with 10 percent less feed. They
have sent animals to market
earlier. This all adds up to
greater profitability.
Now new label acceptances
make it possible to continue
using this combination right
up to market time. In this way
the values of scientific disease
prevention, the ads, -'ages of
imbetter nutrition . .
prove pig performance and in-crease hog profits.

1

FOR
TOP DRESSING YOUR WHEAT
33 1/2,4-4/010111UN NITRATE
Modern Truck Spreaders Assure Quick Delivery

rPhone 838-6261

In one case police suspected that
a certain car contained illicit lottery tickets. To find out, they halted
the car for "passing on a curve"—
even though passing on that particular curve happened to be perfectly legal.
As it turned out, the police did
indeed find lottery tickets in the car.
Nevertheless, this 'nvidence was
held inadmi , i court, because
basis for the
.
there was
'
arrest in the fiUlace.
lawful, even
h
Nor is the
when there realli was a traffic violation, if the search has no logical
relation to the violation. Thus,
police who stopped a motorist for
making an improper U-turn were
held not justified in searching the
car for narcotics.
On the other hand, police who
stopped a motorist for drunk driving were held justified in looking
for whiskey. Their discovery of a
bottle of gin, half empty, helped
afterward to convict the motorist
of driving while intoxicated.
Furthermore, the search is law"lot if, after the car is stopped,
police observe some telltale sign
of criminal activity.
For example, while an Aker
was writing a ticket for speeding, a
passenger in the car shifted his
position -- accidentally revealing a
hidden pistol. The Aker promptly
made a search, discovering not only
weapons but stolen merchandise as
well. Under these circumstances,
the search was held lawful and the
evidence admissible in court.
Of course, the safest procedure
for the police is to get a warrant
before making their search. But the
law is lea insistent on a warrant
for searching a car than for searching a house.
The reason is obvious: whisking
a car out of the jurisdiction is easier
than whisking a house.
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"Oh, hi, Ella! I'm forgiving my husband."
wiiio-ssamioitimaosmatotimmaiosignaosomoicismootaill

Searching Your Car

g

FOR YOUR USED FURNITURE
slit

THE

THitl
E
FAMILY,
LAWYER -

If a policeman stops you for a
traffic violation, may he search
-11-11VEggroa: your car?
.WE HAVE GOO—D
This question might seem minor.
tig for real estate is. this -area. if.
----ff-eiliseu-snme major constituou want to sell 300pevtYff
e Cannon Agency, South Fulton„1 tional issues. According to the
_ _j Fourth Amendment, you are
eimemee; phone 479-2651.
protected against "unreasonable
PICKUP TRUCK CAMPER COV- searches." And evidence obtained
from such a search cannot be used
"RS available at Taylor Chevrolet- against you in court.
ttnick, -Inc. Dial 472-2466, or come
But what is "unreasonable"?
gee 'ern on Ky 307 just north of the
Gradually, through a series of
court rulings, several basic rules
g
have become fairly well established.
Al MR SALE: 85 acre farm, seven
For one thing, the search is not
ileom brick house with bath, full
lawful if the motorist was stopped
.q1lijasement. Four-inch plastic well. on a trumped-up charge, merely as
:
Sob blacktop road, nine miles southan excuse for making the search.
Otist of Fulton. Mrs. V. C. Simpson,
Latham,
Phone
5.
Route
rulton
Tenn., 799-4347.
•

Living room suites . $12.50, up
Hicle-A-Bed
$79.50
Breakfast suite
$12.50 up
OE Refrigerator ..._ ...$1750
; Odd chairs
$4.95 up
Chifferobes
$17.50
Electric and gas stoves, all
in perfect condition $39.50 up
Odd bed springs . . _ $4.95 up
CON19011KM rugs
$5.12

Top Management
Builds Better Hogs

Thursday, January 11, 1968

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, January 11, 1968
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